1. Welcome and Approval of Minutes – Sheriff Rosa Rivera
2. Chair Transition- Mayor Wilson
   Chair will rotate from Sheriff Rosie Rivera to Mayor Jenny Wilson by operation of CJAC’s bylaws
3. Vice Chair Transition- DA Sim Gill
   Vice Chair position will rotate from Mayor Jenny Wilson to DA Sim Gill by operation of CJAC’s bylaws.
4. Remarks by Incoming Chair-- Mayor Wilson
5. Council on Diversity Affairs (CODA) Update - Mayor Wilson
   Mayor Wilson announced last week that she intends to utilize CODA as framework for engaging the community in conversations around the criminal justice system and policing. Updates will be provided.
6. Working Groups Update—Jojo Liu + Mayor Wilson
7. Data Presentation: Jail Trends During COVID –Tucker Samuelsen
8. Bail Dashboard – Tucker Samuelsen
9. Counsel at First Appearance Pilot Project- Rich Mauro
10. Legislative Update – Will Carlson
   Updated status of all criminal justice bills considered and passed during the 2020 session is here, in a document maintained by CCJJ. Highlights will be presented during this agenda item.
    HB 32 established funding to support crisis receiving center services. Tim will speak to the model for a no-refusal crisis receiving center envisioned by Salt Lake County as an alternative to the criminal justice system for non-violent conduct arising from mental illness and substance abuse and proposed in its application for funds.
12. Member updates

NEXT MEETING: AUGUST 12, 2020 @ NOON